1. INTRODUCTION

Pattern is a term first used by the Australian architect Christopher Alexander in the description of reusable architectural solutions. According to him, "Each pattern describes a problem that occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice" [1]. In this context, Bergin defines patterns as a method of describing and sharing knowledge. This is because they offer a way to share good practices in a way that allows each practice to be used by many people in many different ways [2]. Patterns are widely used in various subject areas - software engineering, architectural design, business, and more. In recent years, they have been used in pedagogical science as well. Pedagogical Patterns are models for describing pedagogical tasks along with possible solutions. They cover expertise on the practice of teaching and learning. The aim is to capture the essence of practice in a compact form that can be easily provided to those in need of knowledge [2]. Internet technologies have led to irreversible changes in education. Nowadays there are many software environments for conducting e-learning, online courses, digital educational resources, and more. Technology however cannot replace teachers. Many scientific teams work on tasks aimed at finding a way to make e-learning more attractive to learners - through various technologies for adaptability of training, gamification and more. The teacher's role in training is significant, which is confirmed by the fact that many learners prefer a combination of online education with face-to-face training. This brings up the question of using pedagogical patterns in online education. The construction of online courses based on pedagogical patterns could diversify the educational process, provoke the interest of learners and motivate them for more active and productive work. The article presents our work on the creation of a formal language for pedagogical patterns. It aims at defining a framework appropriate for creating educational software systems based on pedagogical patterns. The first version of the model of pedagogical pattern and pattern instance is described in [3]. This article presents the models expanded by adding new descriptive features that allow better use of patterns and instances, incl. the necessary competencies the teacher and learners must have to be able to use the patterns; classifications according to different taxonomies, which allows classifying the patterns according to the pedagogical goals set, respective construction of appropriate pattern sequences in line with the different levels of knowledge of the learners, etc.

2 PEDAGOGICAL PATTERNS

Pedagogical patterns are high-level models that have been applied in various areas of teaching and learning. Generally speaking, pedagogical patterns are a tool for describing pedagogical experiences and good practices. Weisburgh conducts a discussion that aims to identify an approach to documenting good practices in education and training by means of pedagogical patterns [4]. He summarizes 9 aspects - Name, Problem, Context, Forces, Solution, Examples, Resulting Context, Rationale, and Related Patterns. Their use is illustrated by the following statement:

1. If I find myself in some Context like Examples, and I face this Problem, with these Forces or constraints, but my situation is different from these Related Patterns,
2. Then I should think like this Rationale. If I want this Resulting Context, then I should follow this Solution.
3. And here is a Name to help me remember this scenario.

Weisburgh distinguishes 9 aspects of pattern description:

- Name – word or short phrase that refers to the model. This allows quick association and search of a pattern.
- Problem – identifying a problem, including the goal or desired result, and information that indicates that this problem exists.
- Context – prerequisites that must exist so that this problem can arise; it is often a situation.
- Forces – a description of the preconditions or
limitations and how they interact. Some of the preconditions may be contradictory.

- **Solution** – instructions that may include different variations. The solution could contain pictures, diagrams, prose, or other media.
- **Examples** – sample applications and solutions, analogies, visual examples and well-known applications that can help the user understand the context;
- **Resulting Context** – results after the pattern application, including post-conditions and unwanted consequences. This may include new issues resulting from the solution of the original problem.
- **Rationale** – logical reasoning that provokes the choice of the respective pattern. The rationale includes an explanation of why this pattern works, how to solve the problems and overcome the constraints to achieve the desired result.
- **Related Patterns** – differences and connections with other patterns that solve similar problems.

A set of pedagogical patterns focused on the same problem area and described in the same format form a pattern language. There are numerous languages for pedagogical patterns described in literature – for learning foreign languages [5], for learning object-oriented design templates [6], for training on object technologies [7], for creative learners [8], for active learners [9], for a differentiated approach to training [10], for technology-assisted teaching and learning [11], for e-learning [12], [13], [14] and others. Ibá and Miyake offer pattern languages which they call “Learning Patterns”. Initially, they were designed for use by students but were subsequently adapted to all types of learners in various fields - engineering, business, science and more. Particularly significant is their work on creating a pattern language for creative learners [8] and a pattern language for active learners [9]. Each of the two languages includes about 40 patterns. They are organized in 3 layers depending on the level of abstraction. In the top layer is the root pattern - "learning design". The second layer is formed by three fundamental patterns. They show the main behavior categorizing the specific patterns in the third layer. The third layer contains the patterns describing specific learning techniques. Each pattern is described in a format that consists of the following elements: "Pattern number", "Pattern name", "Introduction", "Illustration", "Context", "Problem", "Solution", "Related Patterns". Context-based categorization is set to enable quick search for a suitable pattern. 5 categories have been defined – "At beginning," "For goal setting," "In activity," "For output" and "At dead end". Each category consists of 4 contexts to which the specific patterns are classified. This allows users to search for patterns depending on the situation in which they find themselves - e.g. want to start learning something new, write an article, acquire a new skill, improve skills and so on. Chatteur and colleagues offer design for e-learning pedagogical patterns. They adapt the classical structure of Alexander's pattern by adding a new pedagogical layer. In this way, they shift the emphasis of the e-learning design from usability to pedagogy. The methodology for the development of patterns aims to put forward the theory of learning through constructivism and experiments. Once a problem has been defined, it requires the seeking of solutions, teaching strategies and alternative approaches in line with the pedagogical theory [13]. Pattern language KISTA consists of 28 patterns typified in 6 categories - "Digitization of Educational Materials", "Digital Learning Environments", "Open Classrooms", "Motivating Classroom", "Training and Documentation Technology", "Students' Digital Arenas" [15]. Here the focus is on the didactic and pedagogical aspects of technology use in teaching and learning. Patterns for technology-supported teaching and learning are presented in [11]. The described patterns are 29, grouped in 4 groups: "Learner-centered Design", "Communities of Learners", "Social Media and Learner Interaction in Social Spaces", and "Evaluation and Feedback". Each group includes a set of patterns along with the cases they are derived from and scenarios in which these patterns are applied in a new, different context. The conducted survey shows that pedagogical pattern languages use pattern-description formats similar to the ones in Weisburgh's model and the classical model of Christopher Alexander. They are appropriate for describing pedagogical experience and sharing good practices but cannot be used to support online learning.

### 3 PEDAGOGICAL PATTERN MODEL

The use of pedagogical patterns in the new context of conducting e-learning adds new requirements for their description. It is necessary to specify additional characteristics meant to lay the basis for their automated processing, incl. pattern classification, necessary technological prerequisites and requirements for their use, descriptive metadata, etc. The model we propose has 4 layers (fig. 1). It includes a basic, classification, technological, and a meta-layer. Each layer contains many specific characteristics that are used for different purposes. The basic layer includes the main characteristics of the pattern that are typically used for pedagogical patterns description.

- **Pattern name** – concise description of the problem and its solution;
- **Pattern language** the pattern belongs to;
- **Abstract** – a short paragraph outlining the key elements;
- **Problem** – detailed description of the problem and its context. It may include a list of conditions that need to be met so that the pattern use makes sense;
- **Analysis** – analysis of the problem and possible solutions;
- **Known solutions** – best practices in problem solving, good examples of theoretical or practical solutions to the problem;
- **Context** – situations in which the pattern is appropriate to use;
- **Consequences** - consequences of use, possible implementation problems and relevant solutions, other remarks;
- **Related patterns** – patterns that are appropriate to combine with.
The classification layer includes numerous different classification types that define methodological, pedagogical and other aspects of the pattern use. The main characteristics of the layer are as follows:

- Type of learning – indicates whether the pattern is applicable to face-to-face, mixed or online training;
- Classification according to the pattern’s primary purpose - for training or for assessing the learners’ knowledge and skills;
- Classification according to the type of learning - perception by verbal, paper or digital methods; discovery learning; learning through practical activities; learning through creative work etc.;
- Pattern classification according to Bloom’s Taxonomy - Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation [16]. It is possible to maintain information about more than one taxonomy in the different software implementations, e.g. SOLO Taxonomy [17], Finks Taxonomy [18], Webb’s Depth of Knowledge [19] and so on. Bloom’s taxonomy is chosen because it is widely used in pedagogy to determine the learning objectives;
- Classification according to the main stages of the training process - introductory; for initial introduction to new material; for new knowledge and formation of concepts; for applying the new knowledge in practice; for forming habits; for repetition and summary, etc.;
- Classification according to the main didactic goal - for knowledge development and acquisition; for skill and habit formation; for knowledge summarizing and systematizing; for knowledge, skills and habits application; for knowledge, skills and habits control and assessment; combined pattern and more;
- Classification according to the organization of the students’ activities - for individual work, work in pairs, work in groups, course work, etc.;
- User-defined classifications, specific to the particular pattern language.

The technological layer defines the technical and technological requirements for the pattern use, as well as the necessary competencies of the trainer and trainee.

- Specific learner competencies – requirements for specific competencies that the learner needs to be able to use the pattern, such as computer literacy, programming skills, etc.;
- Specific trainer competencies – requirements for specific competencies the trainer needs, such as work with specialized hardware, software, interactive technologies, etc.;
- Technical resources for the teacher – what the teacher needs to use the pattern – an e-learning environment, tools for online testing, applications for developing interactive educational resources, specialized software, other necessary resources, etc.;
- Technical resources for the learner - what the learner needs to use the pattern – device (computer, tablet, smartphone, PDA device), internet access, browser, virtual machine, operating system, specialized software, etc.

The Meta layer supports descriptive information about the pattern:

- Pattern source – link to the original source of the pattern (if the pattern is published elsewhere);
- Alternative pattern names – names under which the pattern is known in literature;
- Pattern significance (according to the author) - indicates whether the pattern is widely or less commonly used;
- User rating - user assessment on the pattern usefulness and applicability;
- Accumulated rating - rating calculated on the basis of the ratings of pattern instances;
- Language – natural language used in the pattern description – English, German and so on;
- Author – names of the pattern author;
- Contact details of the author;
- Creation date of the pattern;
- Date of latest update of the pattern;
- Pattern version.

Here it should be noted that it is not necessary to specify all the characteristics when describing a pattern. Besides, a characteristic may have multiple values. For example, the Technical Resources for the Learner characteristic may have multiple values for a particular pattern – computer, internet access, software application for business process design, etc. User rating and Accumulated rating are dynamic features and their value is calculated depending on the user opinion and assessment of the pattern usefulness and applicability.

4 MODEL OF A PEDAGOGICAL PATTERN INSTANCE

Pedagogical patterns make abstract descriptions of problems and their solutions but do not provide specific ways of pattern use. With the term pattern instance, we define a specific case of using a pedagogical pattern along with the educational resources used. The instance is a description of good practice shared by a learner or a trainer. If we look at the pattern as an idea to solve a common problem, then the pattern instance can be defined as a specific solution to a specific problem. It’s appropriate to make the following analogy with the object-oriented programming (OOP) languages: a pattern refers to a pattern instance the same way that a class refers to a class instance. Unlike OOP however, where the instance has the
same structure as the inherited class, the pattern instances have a structure slightly different from the pattern structure. The pattern instance, like the pattern, has 4 layers - basic, classification, technological and meta-layer. The classification and technological layers of the instance have the same characteristics as the pattern. Moreover, the sets of possible values described in the pattern can be specified in them. Different characteristics only exist in the basic and meta layers, as described below. The basic layer contains information for identifying the instance and for the specific use case:

- Identifier - Pattern instance identifier;
- Implemented pattern;
- Description - how the pattern is used (situations, specific ways);
- Resources - link to educational resources used or developed for the instance needs;
- Subject area - in which field the instance is applicable – discipline, subject, scientific field, etc.
- Learners – age and education-related characteristics of the learners using the instance.

The Meta-layer supports descriptive information about the pattern instance:

- Educational institution - in which educational institution the pattern instance has been developed;
- Date of use of the instance;
- User rating – user assessment of the pattern usefulness and applicability;
- Language – the natural language used for the pattern description of - English, German, etc.;
- Author - names of the author who developed the pattern instance;
- Contact details of the lecturer;
- Creation date of the instance;
- Date of latest update of the instance.

The proposed pattern instance model is suitable for sharing good pedagogical practices described in different ways and related to various fields, incl. for modelling serious games for education [20], difficulties in the programming training [21], ideas to improve learner experience [22], to study learner profiles [23], etc.

5 FORMAL MODEL OF PEDAGOGICAL PATTERN LANGUAGE

Pedagogical pattern languages described in the scientific literature are usually focused on a single problem area. The patterns described in them use the same format that is different for the different languages. The expanded models of patterns and pattern instances provided in the article add a number of additional characteristics that can be used as a universal basis for software presentation of both existing and newly created patterns and instances. Building a common online catalog of patterns and instances will enhance the competencies of lecturers by giving them the opportunity to share, explore and apply good practices. The first version of the catalog created with our first version of models of patterns and instances is described in [24]. The next step is the creation of a learning management system based on patterns. It sets additional requirements for functional extension of the catalog, including advanced pattern and instance models. The new classification features added to the pattern and instance models presented in this article help identify and classify the patterns, and respectively, work with them in the learning environment. Using the classification characteristics we define the term pattern type: Def. 1. A pattern type is defined by name and consists of all patterns of the pattern language that meet specified classification characteristics. Let us denote the set of all patterns with P. We describe $T \subseteq P$, the set of all patterns of a certain type $T$, as $T \subseteq P$, where $T$ is the type name, $P$ - the set of patterns of the respective type, $C$ – constraints enforced on the patterns and instances. A distinctive feature is that restrictions can be imposed on both patterns and their instances existing in the system. As an expansion of the pattern type concept, we can say that one type can be defined upon another by enforcing additional restrictions. For example, type $T_2$ can be defined upon an already existing type $T_1$ in the following way: $T_2(T_1, C)$. Here are some exemplary restrictions for patterns of a given type described informally: "Classification according to the main stages of the training process: introductory", "Classification according to the organization of the students' activity: individual work", "scientific field: biology", and more. The main stages in the creation of pattern-based courses and lessons are:

- Determining the main sequence in which the themes / lessons are presented in the course.
- Defining the lesson structure. Lessons often have a similar structural sequence of exposition. An example of an elementary logical structure of a lesson is: introduction, main part and conclusion. For a pattern-based lesson, the basic linear structure of a lesson can be considered as a linear sequence of patterns: LessonType = $(T_1, T_2, ..., T_n)$ where $T_i$ are pattern types, for $i = 1..n$.
- Creating lessons. An appropriate LessonType lesson structure is selected for each lesson, and for each lesson element, a pattern is chosen according to the pattern type, as well as an instance that corresponds to it. For a specific lesson or a set of lessons, specific patterns can be selected, corresponding to the sets of pattern types: LessonPatterns = $(P_1; T_1, P_2; T_2, ..., P_n; T_n)$, where $P_i$ are type $T_i$ patterns, for $i = 1..n$. Respectively, we describe a specific lesson as a linear sequence of instances of the selected patterns: Lesson = $(P_1; P_1, P_1; P_2, ..., P_1; P_n)$ where $P_i$ are instances of the corresponding $P_i$ patterns, for $i = 1..n$.

Often patterns described in a certain pattern language are suitable for use not only in the problem area recommended for that language, but in others problem areas as well. Assuming this, we define the concept of dynamic formal pattern languages. These are pattern languages that consist of patterns from different pattern languages, refer to a new subject area, and have logic for describing sequences of patterns and their respective instances. Similarly to natural and formal languages, each formal pattern language includes a set of patterns and rules for combining them [25]. Pattern types are an analogy of parts of speech in a natural language, and specific instances - specific words in the formal language. The rules determine the possible combinations of words in the language and, respectively, the possible specific lessons composed of pattern instances. In this context, we consider pattern instances as words that are indivisible structural elements of lessons. Def. 2. Formal pattern language $PL$ is a set of patterns $P$ of certain pattern types and rules $R$ for
combining them: \( PL = (P:T, R) \). Existing pattern languages satisfy the definition of a formal pattern language, with the rules for combining patterns being empty sets. On the other hand, based on this broad definition we could create many new formal pattern languages to have at hand in various cases. As a mandatory restriction, for example when planning lessons, we can indicate the constraint – pattern instances in all lessons must belong to the same formal pattern language. Then, by applying the rules of the formal pattern language, we create specific sentences using specific instances of the language patterns. Thus, we expand the above-described fixed structure of a lesson with the possibility of creating many lessons with different structure based on the same formal pattern language. Def. 3. A lesson is a combination of pattern instances belonging to a certain formal pattern language \( PL \) and satisfying the PL language rules for combining them: Lesson = \( (P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n) \) where \( P_i \) are instances of the relevant patterns \( P_i \), for \( i = 1 \ldots n \), \( P_i \) belongs to \( PL \) and the order of instances \( P_i \), is determined by the PL rules. Creating lessons based on pre-defined formal pattern languages would facilitate the work of authors of learning resources. By complying with the rules for combining patterns set out in the pattern language, the learning environment can automatically offer only the required set of pattern instances appropriate for creating the new lesson.

6 CONCLUSION

Pedagogical patterns provide a way for systematic description of various principles, methods, forms, means and procedures for conducting educational activities. They can be used as a tool for constructing an effective educational process. The model of a pedagogical pattern presented in the article expands the existing ones by adding a number of characteristics that facilitate the use of patterns, incl. for building software systems. The model of a pattern instance provides a way to describe a specific case of pattern use. The two models contain many characteristics related to the classification of patterns and instances from the perspective of the educational process and in accordance with the main stages of the training process, the main didactic goal, the organization of the learners’ activity, the type of learning, the Bloom Taxonomy and others. This allows for choice of patterns and their arrangement in a way suitable for the construction of attractive training courses. The use of formal pedagogical pattern languages will reveal new perspectives for e-learning. This includes the opportunity to automate the creation of courses compiled by interchangeable pattern instances, multiple use of pattern instances, sharing pedagogical experience, and more.
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